Images Uncovered

PALACE OF VATICAN CHANCELLOR’S OFFICE

Rome December 2nd – 6th, 2017

Announcement for collective exhibition "Images Uncovered"
Palace of Vatican Chancellor’s Office - - Piazza della Cancelleria - 00186 Rome

Inauguration Saturday, December 2nd at 7pm.
Award Ceremony Wednesday, December 6th at 7pm.

Organization: Anna Isopo, Borgo Art Gallery & Monica Ferrarini, Ass. M.F.eventi

THE LOCATION

The Palace of Chancellery, jewel of architecture, overlooking the square of the same name, in the center of Rome, near Campo dei Fiori. Historical site of the Apostolic Chancellery, the palace dates back to the end of the 20th century and is the extraterritorial zone of the Vatican City.
THE EXHIBITION

"The title of the show plays on the artist's ability to succeed in transforming the daily life of things, what we consider as usual, to give us everything under a new and different dress. The artist's eye has the gift of discovering things and seeing them differently, his sensitivity gives him the ability to offer those who look at images that are just "Uncovered", stripped of their usual robe and wrapped in new light. The observer can do nothing but enjoy this and enrich his soul thanks to a new perspective, to a new angle with which to scrutinize what surrounds him. The exhibition therefore wants to highlight the extraordinary ability of art to go beyond visible to reach an infinite universe made of a thousand facets. Whoever observes will have to do just that, let alone hand painted sculptures and paintings in an extraordinary journey to the spiritual. "

M.Ferrarini

THE PRIZE

A technical jury will select among the participating artists three winners who will be awarded:
- The first artist is free to participate in a collective exhibition that will take place in the first half of 2018 in a gallery to Budapest.
- The second artist free participation with a work at a collective exhibition that will take place in the exhibition space of Borgo Art Gallery in Rome in the first half of 2018
- The third artist has a personalized plate

Art. 1 - Selection and participation

To selection of the exhibition can take part artists of all nationalities and ages that should send by email a short biography and 3 pictures representative of their artistic works. The selection will take place simultaneously with the vision of the material received Selected artists will pay an entry fee of € 150 for one work, for each additional work the cost is € 100 which will cover expenses as per point 7 which will be paid within 5 days of the announcement of the selection.

Art. 2 - Technical specifications

Painting – Sculpture – Photo-Installation: there are no restrictions regarding style, technique, materials and media.
The paintings and photographs must be no larger than 70x100 cm, 80x120 about (including any frame), while the sculptures must be small / medium sized (80x40x40 cm). Any dimensions different from those indicated are to be agreed upon with the artistic curator. It is also essential to indicate the full caption of the works exhibited which includes: first name, last name, title, year of production, technical and quotation.

**Indicate the full caption of the exhibited works, which includes: name, surname, title of the work, year of production, technique and quotation.**

**Art. 3 Terms and Conditions of Participation**
Artists will have to sign up no later than 24:00 on November 4th, 2017.

**Art. 4 - Trasport and delivery of works**
The selected works must be sent or delivered by hand no later than November 30th, 2017 at the exhibition venue, on penalty of exclusion from the event.
All participants are also present at the end of the event, and the works can be collected personally by the owners or by their carrier at the location of the exhibition.

**Art. 5 - Responsibility**
The Association M.F. Events and Arte Borgo Gallery, while ensuring the utmost care and custody of the exhibits, declines any responsibility in case of theft, fire, or damage of any kind to the works and/or persons that may occur throughout the exhibition period.
Each selected artist expressly authorize the treatment of personal data according to the law 675/96.

The participation in the exhibition implies knowledge and full acceptance of these rules.

**Art. 6 – Sales of works**
The organizers will not direct the sale of the works, in the event that the sale management will be handled directly by the artist and the organizers will not receive any percentage.

**Art. 7 - Participation fee**
The registration fee is mandatory for the selected artists and guarantees the following services:

- rental location
• secretarial activities
• setting up and dismantling of the exhibition
• relationships with public and private stakeholders
• critical care
• graphic design and image study of the event through graphic designer & Professional web master (i.e. communication & marketing)
• graphic and typographic care of advertising material
• television service with Art 24
• event advertising and press office
• opening of welcome
The undersigned asks to participate in the event "IMAGES UNCOVERED"

Name ___________________ Surname _____________________________

Date e Place of birth __________________ Address ________________________________

City __________________ Postal Code __________ Fiscal Code _________________________

E-Mail ______________________________ Telephone Number _______________________

Website ______________________________

Section: □ Painting □ Photography □ Sculpture □ Installation

I want to join with:

□ 1 work
□ 2 works
□ 3 works
□ 4 works

1st Work

Title ________________________________ Technical ________________________________

Support ______________________________

Measure base ______ x _______ height _________ deep (only for sculpture) __________

Year ______________________________ Price sales ________________________________

2nd Work

Title ________________________________ Technical ________________________________

Support ______________________________

Measure base ______ x _______ height _________ deep (only for sculpture) __________

Year ______________________________ Price sales ________________________________
3rd Work

Title _____________________________________ Technical _____________________________

Support ________________________________________________________________

Measure base _______ x _________ height ____________ deep (only for sculpture) ______

Year ___________________________ Price sales ____________________________________

4th Work

Title _____________________________________ Technical _____________________________

Support ________________________________________________________________

Measure base _______ x _________ height ____________ deep (only for sculpture) ______

Year ___________________________ Price sales ____________________________________

Send biography in word format (max 20 lines)

The Artist is responsible for the origin, authenticity and documentation of the Works.

I understand and accept explicitly all the regulations in the Announcement.

Date ______________________________

Signature

_________________________________________